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CONCLUSION

In light of the foregoing, I submit that we should reexamine the use of the commerce, commerce-prohibiting, spending, and taxing powers to fix national conceptions of the good beyond commercial transactions and beyond the health, safety, and welfare of workers. No doubt these federal powers should still be available to assist the states where the states are disabled from acting by lack of power or by corruption. But even here, it is advisable that federal assistance be measured by the need that necessitates federal action. The measure of such need and its duration, for example, may make sunset laws (laws that terminate after a set period of years) advisable for such assistance.

I submit that we need to reexamine the federalization of state criminal law in order to determine whether the legislation seeks to enact a national conception of what is socially and ethically good beyond the conceptions reflected in liberty provisions of the Constitution and constitutional amendments and, if so, whether the legislation is proper federal assistance subject to an appropriate sunset.

If we do not undertake this reexamination, then we will as a nation lose a conception of the good that is widely shared, the value of community and individual autonomy.

The Federal Role in Dealing with Violent Street Crime: Principles, Questions, and Cautions

By PHILIP B. HEYMANN and MARK H. MOORE

ABSTRACT: Long-established principles of federalism have limited federal action against violent crime. An important question is whether those principles ought now to be relaxed. We distinguish two roles for the federal government: direct operations and financial assistance. Regarding direct operations, the natural division of labor among federal, state, and local agencies should be maintained, and federal enforcement agencies should be diverted to the fight against street crime only on an emergency, backup basis and only while the emergency exists. Regarding financial assistance, traditional principles of federalism that favor local decisions over national decisions should apply unless some important federal interest—such as the protection of individual rights; the encouragement of innovation and learning; or the protection of one state against the actions of others—is engaged. If such an interest is engaged, that interest ought to be reflected in federal restrictions on how the money can be used. When we apply these principles to recent federal legislation, we conclude that the nation's interest in experimenting with the potential of community policing justifies a federal categorical grant program, while the effort to encourage states to stiffen their sentencing requirements does not.
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Crimes, particularly violent crimes, are of grave concern. It is tempting for national leaders to use federal agencies to combat crime. But by choosing such a strategy, they have also moved federal criminal jurisdiction to local and state governments, creating a paradox for federal agents in operational roles to deal with violent street crime.

The question this article addresses is how citizens ought to view these developments. On the one hand, the scope and urgency of the crime problem, it is hard not to be grateful for any quarter. Both the federal government and its operational power over the federal government is formidable. The growth of governmental institutions that kept the primary responsibility for dealing with violent street crime (with a few notable exceptions) in the hands of state and local officials.

The task is to remind ourselves of why we wanted to keep the federal government out of law enforcement with respect to street crimes in the first place and to think of those reasons remain valid in today's context. Our basic assumption is that federal engagement in the control of violent street crime should be guided by principles that reflect the basic principles of federalism: that, for the most part, governments that are smaller and closer to the people will make better judgments about what is publicly valuable to do than governments that are larger and more remote, and that the decisions of the former should be left undisturbed unless issues of fundamental rights, coordination across states, or opportunities for social learning are engaged. Should such issues be engaged, federal roles may sometimes be appropriate. In our view, these principles continue to counsel a sharply limited role for the federal government in responding to violent street crime. If, however, political reality requires the federal government to be given a role, the role should emphasize financial rather than operational assistance.

Evolving Federal Roles in Controlling Street Crime: A Quick Historical Review

Kathleen Brickey, in her article in this volume and elsewhere, has provided an excellent review of the development of the federal criminal law. Her account starts with the ambivalence of the Founding Fathers toward any federal criminal jurisdiction, and their explicit hostility to the creation of any national police force to enforce a federal criminal law. She observes that what federal criminal statutes emerged had mostly to do with helping the federal government to conduct its particular functions in a federal system: namely, to defend the national government against treason, to collect federal tax revenues, to maintain a national currency, to protect its own property, and to maintain order in the jurisdictions for which it was responsible.

She also points to two major trends that tend to expand the federal criminal law into wider domains. One was a growing recognition that with increased mobility and wider communications, criminal offenders could more easily escape the boundaries of local jurisdictions. The second was the episodic engagement of the federal government in dealing with the regulation of criminogenic commodities: notably, alcohol during the Prohibition era, and drugs as a consequence of the crusade against heroin in the late 1960s and early 1970s, and the war against cocaine in the 1980s. If it was true that depression-era bank robbers could escape capture by crossing state lines, and bootleggers could resist local prosecution by corrupting local officials, then it was clearly up to the federal government to do something to protect the American population from these evils.

In these events are the origins of a rationale for a federal role in operational enforcement: not only to protect distinctly federal interests but also to deal with crimes affecting the population that only a federal government could or would handle effectively, namely, the criminal enterprises that operate across state or national boundaries, that can only be penetrated through the use of sustained and sophisticated investigative techniques, or that are too close to local police and political figures for local prosecutors to target without hitting colleagues.

An account of the development of the federal criminal law provides an important backdrop for discussion of the federal role in crime policy. It
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To a great degree, this federal
money was understood to be nothing
more than direct financial support to
states and localities: an effort by the
federal government to increase the
scale and capabilities of local agen-
cies. But LEAA also sought to use
federal funds to catalyze the develop-
ment and stimulate the broad dis-
semination of innovative programs
and practices that would increase the
efficiency and effectiveness, perhaps
even the justice, of state and local
operations. States were required to
establish state planning agencies to
receive and administer the federal
funds. These planning agencies, in
turn, were encouraged to coordinate
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tional agencies involved in the crim-
inal justice system. The operational
agencies were also encouraged to ini-
tiate innovative projects, test them
in practice, and disseminate them
widely when they worked. In LEAA,
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starting in the 1980s, the federal role
in financing state and local efforts
was de-emphasized in favor of reas-
serting a direct federal operational
role in dealing with crime. LEAA was
declared a failure, its name changed,
its authorization narrowed, its ap-
propriations slashed, and its bureau-
cratic status reduced—the public
 equivalent of a corporate bankruptcy.
At the same time, the Attorney Gen-
eral's Task Force on Violent Crime
showed extraordinary ingenuity in
finding ways that the limited federal
criminal jurisdiction could be com-
bined with the growing scale and
power of federal law enforcement
agencies such as the U.S. Marshals,
the Drug Enforcement Administra-
tion, the Immigration and Naturali-
zation Service, and the FBI in the
U.S. Department of Justice, and the
Customs Service, the Bureau of Alco-
hol, Tobacco and Firearms, and the
Internal Revenue Service in the U.S.
Department of the Treasury, to offer
effective support to local agencies
dealing with ordinary street crimes.

As the nation faces today's crisis,
then, it has several different trad-
itions to guide it in determining the
appropriate federal role. There is the
traditional, conservative view, which
seeks to restrain the federal role in
dealing with ordinary street crime.
There is the somewhat more aggres-
sive stance that encourages the fed-
ral government to play a role in
financing, coordinating, and encou-
gaging innovation in local criminal
justice agencies. Finally, there is the
most aggressive stance, which sanc-
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ons an active federal operational response to violent crime relying on federal agencies. The question the nation faces is which of these ideas, what combination of these ideas, make sense in our current circumstance, while keeping in mind that our current circumstance may be temporary and that what we do now may set important precedents that shape the shape of the future.

FEDERAL OPERATIONAL ROLES: A THEORY OF FEDERAL JURISDICTION

We have one set of law enforcement organizations, federal law enforcement, that is relatively small: enjoys some unusual advantages. Jurisdiction is not limited within the United States; its investigative agents are relatively well paid and highly trained. It is accustomed to investigations over a long period of time, with all that that involves in terms of cooperation between prosecutors and agents and acceptance of lower caseloads by supervisors. It has ready access to less crowded courts, more accommodating prosecutorial procedures, and resources that are ever larger and longer could go on.

he other major set of law enforcement agencies is local. The manner and manpower of these agencies is greater by more than an order of magnitude. They have much familiarity with what goes on in streets of America, namely, vice, crime, burglary, and theft. They have a closer relationship, by far, local communities. They handle a number of quality-of-life issues and crimes that make them familiar to and valued by local citizens.

Why principles?

A fundamental question for American law enforcement is whether to separate, by some set of principles, the multifarious activities of each of these sets of law enforcement organizations, the federal and the local. We have always tried to do just that in the United States. Sometimes the reason given concerns the protection of citizens against their own police forces. The fear of a single national police, such as many modern democracies have, has always been deep in the United States. Our preference for tens of thousands of local police forces requires maintaining an additional federal force capable of doing what local forces cannot do, such as handling criminal organizations that are operating in several jurisdictions simultaneously. We also enjoy the incidental advantage of having a federal law enforcement structure that can investigate and prosecute wrongdoing by the local structures.

But there are two additional advantages to a principled allocation of roles. One is that it is far more efficient for each jurisdiction to know for what it is responsible and for what it can be held accountable. The second is that, with a principled division of responsibility, each set of agencies can build specialized capabilities, at least if the allocation of jurisdictions is functional rather than simply geographic.

There is one argument for overlapping jurisdictions. A local jurisdiction may occasionally get overwhelmed by the mere volume of crimes even if they are of the type that the jurisdiction usually handles. The federal government has not frequently played, but could play, the role of providing reinforcements in that situation. In effect, it would be a warehouse for the storage of additional investigators, prosecutors, judges, and correctional officials.

What principles?

If federal criminal jurisdictions should be separated in a principled way from local police and prosecutorial responsibilities, what are the principles that should control? Originally, many argued in terms that reflected the Constitution and its grant of powers to the federal government, suggesting that the federal government should handle things that involved interstate commerce, for example. For two decades, since the time of Attorney General Edward Levi, another, far sounder set of notions has defined federal responsibility. The federal government must protect its own facilities and activities. Beyond that, it should do what local jurisdictions cannot or will not handle reliably. These simple rules have been the controlling principles. There are subcategories and disputed territory in each of the last two categories.

Matters that local law enforcement often cannot handle

What falls within the category of federal responsibility because local law enforcement cannot handle it? The first is obvious. The territorial boundaries of a town, city, county, or state limit its ability to handle crimes that involve, in major ways, other jurisdictions, nor can it negotiate agreements with foreign nations.

Second, the level of public concern about street crime and the pressure and volume of responsibilities in this area have meant, for some time, that local jurisdictions are far less capable than the federal government in handling technically sophisticated or prolonged investigations. Our federal government can allocate more time and people to a single case. It has accountants to handle financial investigations, greater capacities for electronic surveillance and undercover work, and more experience with the background of business and financial crimes from bank and securities frauds to environmental requirements. There is no inherent reason why localities could not develop these capabilities, and some have. But that would take time and money away from the pressing fears of violence, drugs, burglary, and other theft crimes. This division of responsibility has become comfortable and thus relatively settled.

There is one very debatable area within this broad category of what local law enforcement cannot handle. The United States Congress has given federal law enforcement stronger statutes (such as the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations and money-laundering statutes), more friendly investigative powers and trial procedures (such as the right to use electronic surveillance with the consent of one party to a conversation) and the rule that makes all conspirators responsible for many of the crimes carried out by
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Crimes by important local government officials (particularly corruption), crimes by major local industries (particularly environmental crimes), and violations of civil rights or civil liberties carried out or tolerated by the local authorities.

There is, of course, dispute about this category of matters, about whether, in fact, local law enforcement can be relied upon to pursue them vigorously. Many local prosecutors would insist, justifiably in most cases, that they are willing to bring cases against local politicians, the police, and industry. In the same way, federal prosecutors resent the statute that requires an independent counsel to investigate, decide whether to prosecute, and sometimes prosecute high federal officials. In each case, the issue may be more a question of public confidence than any real reticence. But public confidence is also a principled basis for federal involvement in these matters.

Constraining politically demanded exceptions to sound principles of federalism in law enforcement

The wisdom of having principles for dividing federal and local responsibilities for law enforcement is apparent. The fundamental principles that have been used for at least two decades seem sound. What raises questions now is that an activity that is near the center of local responsibility under these principles—dealing with localized urban violence in the form of particularly dangerous individuals or youth gangs—has become a very prominent concern of the American public as a whole through the spread of crack, the doubling of youth homicides, and the national nature of media coverage of dramatic crimes.

That national politicians, legislative and executive, should be responsive to this complex of forces is hardly surprising. All that national politicians can do is provide resource and technical support to local law enforcement and direct federal law enforcement operations at the same causes of widespread fear. The likely and available forms of federal law enforcement action are the use of the federal investigative advantages, described earlier, against individuals or gangs identified by local law enforcement as particularly dangerous.

Why not? The fact that this use of federal capacities against local violence cannot be justified as an application of the principles we have described is not an adequate answer. Certainly, the targets of the investigation have no right to complain that this is not generally federal business. Who can complain and about what?

The victims of crimes that only the federal government can and will investigate can complain that street crime, even at its most serious, can be handled by local law enforcement and their problems cannot. The citizens of the local jurisdiction can complain that if the federal role is more than very temporary, it will inhibit the growth of capacities that the local police should have themselves, for the number of potentially violent teenagers is going to grow sharply over the next decade. The citizens of
other jurisdictions can complain that the locations with federal urban strike forces are shifting their costs of local law enforcement to federal taxpayers. Local taxpayers can complain that accountability has been lost; it is no longer clear who is responsible for the violent crime rate in the jurisdiction.

These complaints are far less powerful if federal law enforcement is playing a temporary role, helping to deal with a law enforcement emergency and not a chronic problem. The criticisms are less valid if the federal government is really bringing highly specialized capabilities to the emergency and not just increased manpower. The arguments are less persuasive if a large part of the federal role is to help local law enforcement develop the needed capacities.

There is, in short, a very strong argument that the federal government should not be using its law enforcement capacities to deal with street crimes, even when the public is greatly concerned about the problem. But, as noted, this may be unrealistic, considering the motivating power of the politics of crime for the president and the Congress. There is an intermediate position, which is as far as responsible federal officials should go. Federal law enforcement resources should be used to deal with problems that everyone wants generally allocated to local law enforcement only when (1) there is an emergency requiring the specialized federal talents and (2) the federal efforts are directed, in large part, to helping local law enforcement develop for itself those missing capabilities.

FEDERAL SUPPORT ROLES: A THEORY OF FEDERAL FINANCIAL AID

What are the general principles for the federal funding of law enforcement that would correspond to the basic principles for federal law enforcement operations, and not a chronic problem. The debate in other contexts about what costs should be borne by the federal government and what by the states or localities is a perennial one in the United States. The primary argument for state or local funding of an activity is that the citizens of that jurisdiction are best able to decide which of a number of beneficial programs they want to fund with a limited budget. Total expenditures of X dollars will create greater benefits for the citizens of the fifty states if each state makes its own allocation decisions and its own taxing decisions than if the national government makes those decisions uniformly for all fifty states. Iowa may want to spend more on schools, less on prisons, and have higher taxes. Arizona may prefer more prisons, fewer schools, and lower taxes.

The arguments against this are out of favor in the 1990s. They are that the federal income tax is more progressive, that citizens of poor states should share in the revenues of wealthier states, and that, as to some matters, local funding will create a prisoner's dilemma where each state will compete to give fewer benefits to the poor and more benefits to new industries even though, if all states could agree, they would prefer to assume a different posture. Moreover, some things that a state might decide not to do would have effects on its neighboring states. A failure to clean up a river has consequences to downstream states; a failure of New Jersey to provide emergency medical services in Newark has consequences for New York. Still another reason for federal funding is that a problem whose causes or benefits are widespread leaves its costs and burdens on one or a few states. This, for example, is a justification for federal funding of the prison costs associated with crimes by illegal aliens. Finally, there are situations where a problem of the commons argues for federal expenditures on research and innovations that would be too costly to be initiated by an individual state (in light of the benefits it could expect) but where nationwide benefits make experimentation at the federal level cost effective.

For now, let us assume that the argument for local funding and local decision deserves a presumption of correctness—one that can be overcome, but the burden should be on the supporter of federal funding.

There is a second question closely related to the issue of which jurisdiction should fund which activities. It is equally important to ask whether there are any limits to the conditions the national government may properly impose when it does fund an activity. As to some matters, such as civil rights, there should be national standards reflecting what it means to be a citizen of the United States. Still, that federal funding is not automatically a good excuse for federal mandates seems obvious. The federal government could, if it wished, raise enough revenues nationally to offer to fund even the most traditionally local of activities on the condition that they be carried out as the federal government wished. In a real sense, federal taxation reduces the amount that is left for state and local taxation, so the result would be to impose federal rules on states and localities without any justification.

Federal mandates as a condition of federal funding must therefore be independently justified as a matter appropriate for federal responsibility. If a condition on the receipt of federal financial aid cannot be justified in this way—that is, even if the federal funding can be justified in one of the ways described earlier, but further specifying exactly how that money will be spent cannot be justified as appropriately federal—the money should be made available as a block-grant program, which imposes relatively few restrictions on the states and localities that receive the money. If a certain condition can be independently justified—for example, a condition forbidding racial or gender discrimination in the distribution of state benefits or a condition requiring state trial of a promising innovation—a categorical grant requiring compliance is entirely appropriate. Indeed, if a mandate can be defended as a legitimate federal concern, it may justify the funding necessary to bring the states along.

The current debate about crime legislation raises these issues sharply. The crime bill passed by the Congress and signed by the president in 1994 provided federal funding to support many anticrime initiatives, ranging from the construction of prisons, through more police on the street, to
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they are an attempt to substitute a national judgment for local judgments about the length and form of sentences (with or without parole), they are indefensible. If the restrictions cannot be justified, neither can federal funding, for it is only the innovativeness of the initiatives that justifies federal funding for what is properly regarded as a state responsibility.

CONCLUSION

The federal government has crucial roles to play in law enforcement. Besides protecting its own functions, it must investigate and prosecute the cases that are beyond the capacity of other jurisdictions and the cases that local police and prosecutors may be less than enthusiastic about. Beyond this, the federal government should be the primary source of funding to develop or spread innovations in law enforcement, and there may be other occasions where considerations of fairness justify federal funding of state or local law enforcement efforts.

None of these seem to justify the current enthusiasm of federal officials, legislative and executive, for playing a large role in dealing with street violence or drug dealing. In the absence of such justifications, the federal enthusiasm is likely to do more harm than good, distracting federal efforts from areas where it has a distinct comparative advantage, complicating accountability for areas that have long been considered the responsibility of state and local governments, and discouraging the development by those governments of the capacities needed to carry out their responsibilities.

It is far more important for the Federal Bureau of Investigation to be developing new training capacities for Eastern European law enforcement officers, wrestling with the technological problems and opportunities of the twenty-first century, and learning how to handle better the increasing share of investigations that require the cooperation of more than one nation than for the bureau to be looking for ways to assist the far larger and more experienced urban police forces in dealing with violence. It is far more important for the Drug Enforcement Administration to be addressing the immense complications of our drug policies and the structure of drug organizations with roots abroad and American branches than for it to be pursuing drug-dealing gangs in our cities. It is far more important for the federal Office of Justice Programs to be learning what works in the way of policing and prevention programs and encouraging the spread of whatever works than for the federal government to be paying for prison cells and cops.

---

1. Related question is raised by the issue of agitators in prisons by the criminal government under the proud new laws. It could only be justified, in the terms we have described, if states had adequate incentives to imprison people convicted of violent and other crimes in their courts, perhaps because a state might expect the individual to move to another state to commit further crimes. Absent that very speculative justification, the amount of prison space, like the length of state sentences, which has always been a matter of state decision, should be left to the individual states. Indeed, there is likely to be substantial unfairness in making federal funding available to some states, like Texas, which have already spent extensively on correctional facilities—and therefore cannot use the federal funding—and to other states, perhaps like Florida, which have badly scrimped.

2. In the legislation emerging from the Contract with America, the House of Representatives recognized the need for justification for funding state prisons and found that justification in the conditions it imposed on that funding: less parole ("truth in sentencing") and longer sentences, particularly for violent offenders. If these are truly innovations that the states should be encouraged to try and from which we will all benefit as we learn the consequences of such policies, the funding could be justified consistent with principles of federalism, although they are difficult to defend as a matter of policy. But if

---


11. Under the House bill (H.R. 3), State A, which has always imprisoned violent people for just as long as most other states do and which insists on following its own substantial periods of incarceration with a long period of parole, will get nothing. State B, which has maintained but not increased a very long determinate sentence law for a number of years, is ineligible for 50 percent of the $1.5 billion made available for prisons. A third state, C, which has increased its sentence for repeated armed robbery from a foolishly short two years to three years but requires the individual to serve 85 percent of the 36 months in prison (a period far shorter than he would be incarcerated in A or B), receives the federal government's blessing and funding. This is simply absurd.